Plans Made For Housing Agency Effective Soon

University to Maintain Office to Register Downtown Roaming Facilities

Will Be Aid To Students

Office to be in Redfield Hall, will Help Sell Stocks, Provide References

Effortlessness, a central feature, will be associated with the new unit which will soon be in operation in the basement of the Redfield Hall. With the coming of the new student registration, it will be necessary for students to deal with the registrar in order to get their classes, place their orders, and solve other problems. In the past, these matters have been handled in the office of the registrar, but now they will be handled by the new unit.

Arrangements Made for New Unit

The unit will be staffed by four full-time workers, all of whom have had previous experience in the field of housing. They will be responsible for registering students, answering questions, and providing general assistance. The office will be open from 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. Monday through Friday.

Two Days Remain For Registration

January 24 is Final Date Before Late Fee Is Due

Immediate registration is urged by Miss Ella Olsen, registrar of the university, as the deadline date of January 24 will be the final day for students to register for classes. If they do not register by this time, they will be charged a late fee of $5.00.\n
Students who have already registered are encouraged to check their schedules to make sure that they have the correct classes.

Debate Team In Forty Contests

Next Contest In March With Brigham Young

The debate team has already held several contests this year. Most of these have been in contests of regional and local interest. The team will be on the road next month with contests in Provo, Utah and at the University of Idaho.

Symphony Concert Features Soloist

Orchestra "Presents Well-Known Overseas "Jennico" by Selby

The orchestra has announced that they will present a concert featuring "Jennico" by Selby. The concert will be held in the auditorium on the evening of November 21.

New ASUI Rooting Section Is Success; Praised By Faculty

The rooting section of several special students who proved to be successful this fall have been praised by the faculty. They have been praised for their enthusiasm, their organization, and their ability to create a good spirit in the student body.

Beginning of New Year

The new year has begun with a feeling of optimism. The students have been looking forward to the new semester with great interest, and they are hopeful that it will be a successful one.

High Scorer

Businessmen Give Opinions On Buying Plans

Chris Hagan Gives Ideas On Cooperative Project

Favoring Student Project

Many Difficulties May Arise After Student juniors and seniors, who have been involved in the planning of the cooperative project, have expressed their opinions on the buying plans. They have stated that the project will be successful if the students cooperate and work together.

Bilking Surprise, Otago's "Hunt for Gold" Speeds" Great Spirit

The Otago "Hunt for Gold" has been a great success. The students have been enthusiastic in their search for the hidden treasure, and they have been involved in a number of exciting activities.

Awards Presented At ASU Assembly

Bulbein Board

Pep Band Show Announced

Pep Band Show Announced

The Pepsi Cola Show will be performed in the gym at 4:15 on Wednesday, January 19th.

Paper Boys Needed For The Idaho Argonaut

The Idaho Argonaut is in need of paper boys. If you are interested, please contact the office immediately.

Professor's Paper Read At Institute

Technical Discussion By A. W. Pendleton To Be Given

There will be a technical discussion on January 20th at 2:00 p.m. in the gym. The topic will be "The Principles of Electricity."
of the credit card, rather than a search to improve our group in a subject. There exists a need for a challenged article, which the next year for Chicago has brought us, with a new and important element. The knowledge acquired, and given to the group, is of such superior content, and so much more important, that the group may have something better to offer.The Student Changeling

The Imputed market attitude and performance in the second quarter of the University of Idaho football team's schedule may have been poor, but it is probably due to the large part of the credit card that it is a good one. However, the outcome is one of the important elements. The knowledge acquired, and given to the group, is of such superior content, and so much more important, that the group may have something better to offer.

With the emphasis upon hard work and credit as objectives, the result has been a marked increase in the number of students who have completed a given number of credits, not because they feel that they have something better to offer, but because they are able to offer something better. The result is a marked increase in the number of students who are able to offer something better.
SOCIETY

WILL find across the way, the social dandelion out as full as ever. Summer of the year's apprehensive and studiously devotes its approaches toward the Alpha Phi formal to be held after finals.

Resinurod red and white hearted brotherhood of the school, the prevailing in large gaiter and, at large and with the clothes, the pin-backs worn by the boys and girls and the dinning room was lighted by gold and blue light. Delta Nu and Delta Phi were crowded at the Smith Dinner oven, and the dinner was served at 8 o'clock. About 100 guests were present and the event was under the auspices of the Delta Chi Club and the Alpha Phi Club. The pattern andattire of the party were Mrs. Lee Callihan, Miss and Mrs. Parner and Mr. and Mrs. L. Roderer. The guests were Ruth

Social Calendar

SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 1

Alpha Phi Dinner
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Vandals Swamp Webfoots, 39-21, But Dropped First Game, 29-27

Idaho Defense and Backyard Play Are Features

Fouls carried away last minute loss to Oregon, 27 to 26, only examples of Idaho’s play was the high scoring average that the Vandals made. Idaho’s backs scored seven of their 10 points in the last minute of the game. Idaho’s backs scored seven of their 10 points in the last minute of the game.

The Idaho Daily Vandal

Idaho Thumps Bulldogs 33-23

In Rough and Tumble Contest

Coach Fox Uses Many Subs in Loss

Non-Conference Game

Blues raised from all over the floor in Idaho’s body block. Coach Fox, playing on the idaho side, was called. The Idaho team, led by two Idaho players and Idaho’s backs in the lead early in the game, won 27 to 26. Idaho’s backs scored seven of their 10 points in the last minute of the second half.

Idaho scored in the opening minutes of the game with a basket by Idaho’s backs, who scored seven of their 10 points in the last minute of the second half. Idaho scored in the opening minutes of the game with a basket by Idaho’s backs, who scored seven of their 10 points in the last minute of the second half.

Idaho Loses fights at Pullman

Coach August Says Intermountain "New to Train"

The Vandal banner was carried on the Idaho side of the court on Friday night when they met the Cougars. Idaho’s backs scored seven of their 10 points in the last minute of the second half. Idaho scored in the opening minutes of the game with a basket by Idaho’s backs, who scored seven of their 10 points in the last minute of the second half.

The "intermountain" box was opened on the Idaho side of the court on Friday night when they met the Cougars. Idaho’s backs scored seven of their 10 points in the last minute of the second half. Idaho scored in the opening minutes of the game with a basket by Idaho’s backs, who scored seven of their 10 points in the last minute of the second half.

The Idaho Argonaut

Honest John Expounds On Things and Stuff

One-Man Track Team Is Important Unit

Coach A. C. Rickets, Idaho’s track coach, is a one-man track team. His accomplishments are the result of his hard work and dedication to the sport. Rickets is known for his ability to produce a top-notch track team with limited resources.

The Idaho Argonaut

The New Slippers Make The Costume

Party Sliper Time Is Here!

Our new formal slippers are so distinctive — so different and they fit so comfortably.

We dye them to match any shade of dress — besides they come in silver and white—and gold and white.

Style plus low prices.

DAVID'S

Where Robinson's Last Ward Is Spoken First